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Located in West Texas where the roads are Located in West Texas where the roads are 
long and the views nearly endless.long and the views nearly endless.



From Kingwood to Fort Davis:From Kingwood to Fort Davis: 
~625 miles,~625 miles, 

~ 9 hours driving~ 9 hours driving 

Fly to Midland/Odessa or to EL Fly to Midland/Odessa or to EL 
PasoPaso 

and drive ~3 hrsand drive ~3 hrs

http://www.mapquest.comhttp://www.mapquest.com

http://www.mapquest.com/




The McDonald Observatory is located in the Davis The McDonald Observatory is located in the Davis 
Mountains, the oldest and largest mountain range in Texas, it Mountains, the oldest and largest mountain range in Texas, it 
was named for Jefferson Davis who was a U.S. Secretary of was named for Jefferson Davis who was a U.S. Secretary of 
War and the president of the Confederacy (not at the same War and the president of the Confederacy (not at the same 

time however).time however).



With elevations ranging from 3500 to over 4000 feet the Davis With elevations ranging from 3500 to over 4000 feet the Davis 
mountains offer breath taking views in every direction.mountains offer breath taking views in every direction.



“Between two worlds life hovers like a star, twixt night and 
morn, upon the horizon’s verge” 

-Lord Byron



Formation of the Davis Mountain Range started with 
volcanic activity beginning around 65 million years ago 

during the Tertiary geologic period.



The skies in west Texas are some of the darkest in the 
continental United States. Because of the reach of light 

polluting urban areas, dark skies are becoming more and 
more rare.

Stairway to HeavenStairway to Heaven



The original mountain location of the observatory, Mt. Locke, The original mountain location of the observatory, Mt. Locke, 
was picked because of the large number of clear nights, the was picked because of the large number of clear nights, the 

altitude of 6800 ft., its distance from any urban areas, the lowaltitude of 6800 ft., its distance from any urban areas, the low 
humidity and the latitude which afforded a greater view of the humidity and the latitude which afforded a greater view of the 

southern skies.southern skies.



The McDonald ObservatoryThe McDonald Observatory

http://mcdonaldobservatory.org/http://mcdonaldobservatory.org/

http://mcdonaldobservatory.org/








Frank N. Bash Visitors Center

Enjoy a star party, public tours, 
and other events at the 
Observatory under the darkest 
night skies in the continental 
United States. The Observatory 
also offers a unique setting for 
teacher workshops and student 
programs held through the year.

http://mcdonaldobservatory.org/visitors/




Seen here are views from the visitors center of Mount Locke Seen here are views from the visitors center of Mount Locke 
and related telescopes.and related telescopes.



Around the visitors center there are many stones Around the visitors center there are many stones 
containing the names of donors. This one might be containing the names of donors. This one might be 

familiar.familiar.



A Texas Historical Landmark

Originally endowed by 
William Johnson 
McDonald, a Paris, 
Texas banker that had 
an amateur interest in 
astronomy, the 
observatory was built in 
the 1930s and was 
operated during the first 
twenty-five years of its 
use by the University of 
Chicago. 



Otto Otto StruveStruve TelescopeTelescope

http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/facilitihttp://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/faciliti
es/2.1m/2.1.htmles/2.1m/2.1.html

http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/facilities/2.1m/2.1.html
http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/facilities/2.1m/2.1.html


View of the original McDonald buildingView of the original McDonald building

The telescope built 
with the original 
endowment left by 
McDonald was the 
second largest in the 
world when it was 
finished.





http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/mcdonald.htmlhttp://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/mcdonald.html

Under the direction of the University of 
Texas the McDonald Observatory has 
added numerous instruments and 
achieved a status as a leading center for 
astronomy research, with visiting scientists 
coming from around the globe to take 
advantage of its unique opportunities.

http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/mcdonald.html












Harlan Smith TelescopeHarlan Smith Telescope

http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/facilitihttp://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/faciliti
es/2.7m/2.7.htmles/2.7m/2.7.html

http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/facilities/2.7m/2.7.html
http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/facilities/2.7m/2.7.html


The Harlan J. Smith Telescope, The Harlan J. Smith Telescope, 
constructed 1966constructed 1966--68,  a 2.768,  a 2.7--meter (107meter (107--inch) mirror, was the third inch) mirror, was the third 
largest in the world when built. largest in the world when built. 

The telescope is used every clear night  of the year.The telescope is used every clear night  of the year.



Looking down the road at the Harlan J. Looking down the road at the Harlan J. 
Smith Telescope DomeSmith Telescope Dome

Dr. Harlan J. Smith was the 
director of the McDonald for 
26 years and the chairman 
of the university of Texas 
astronomy department for 15 
years. Smith was the first 
Texas director of the 
Observatory. 

The telescope itself has been used for many years, steadily 
advancing astronomical knowledge.



Seen here is a view of the scale of the dome Seen here is a view of the scale of the dome 
housing the Harlan J. Smith telescope.housing the Harlan J. Smith telescope.



Prof Chris JohnsProf Chris Johns--KrullKrull and Dr. and Dr. 
Linda Polo waiting for darkLinda Polo waiting for dark



It is bigger than it looks.It is bigger than it looks.
The Harlan J. Smith telescope, 
with a 12 foot diameter, a 32 
foot length and a weight of 160 
tons, has some serious 
capability. 

The primary mirror is 2.72 
meters and has a light 
gathering power that dwarfs the 
power of the unaided human 
eye by some 250,000 times. 



The telescope is and has been used for a variety of research 
projects included measuring the distance to the moon by aiming a 

laser at the mirrors left by astronauts on the moon during the 
Apollo program.



Built with the help of funding from NASA this telescope 
has been an eye on the sky for many years contributing 
significantly to our knowledge of both the solar system 

and the universe at large.







Hobby Hobby EberlyEberly Telescope Telescope 

http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/het/hehttp://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/het/he
t.htmlt.html

http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/het/het.html
http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/het/het.html


The third largest telescope in the world!The third largest telescope in the world!

The Hobby-Eberly 
Telescope 
With its 9.2-meter (433- 
inch) mirror, the HET is 
one of the world's largest 
optical telescopes. It's 
optimized for 
spectroscopy, the 
decoding of light from 
stars and galaxies to study 
their properties. This 
makes it ideal for 
searching for planets 
around other stars, and 
studying distant galaxies, 
exploding stars, black 
holes, and more. 



King of the Mountain! 
The Hobby-Eberly Telescope

The HET, dedicated in 
1997, is a joint project of 
The University of Texas at 
Austin, The Pennsylvania 
State University, Stanford 
University, Ludwig- 
Maximilians-Universität 
München, and Georg- 
August-Universität 
Göttingen.



The McDonald 
Observatory and the 
University of Texas 

offer visiting 
researchers and 

scientists facilities and 
accommodation during 
their stays in this West 

Texas retreat. Seen 
here is the view of the 

Hobby-Eberly telescope 
dome from the 

astronomer lodge.



The mirror segments to the HobbyThe mirror segments to the Hobby--Eberly telescope. Eberly telescope. 
Many individual segments are linked together using computer control to form 

the 9.2 meter effective aperture, which makes it currently the fourth largest 
telescope in the world.



Inside the HobbyInside the Hobby--EberlyEberly visitors are given a chance to visitors are given a chance to 
see the mechanics of the behemoth.see the mechanics of the behemoth.

Seen above is a diagram showing the different 
parts of the Hobby-Eberly.

Seen here is a face on view of one of the 
mirror segments.







Other TelescopesOther Telescopes

MONETMONET
BOSTON UNIVERSITYBOSTON UNIVERSITY

3030”” TORRE Rice HCCTORRE Rice HCC
3636””



The 1.2 MONET TelescopeThe 1.2 MONET Telescope
A remote controlled 
telescope, the MONET 
has a twin in South 
Africa. Together they 
can view both the 
northern and southern 
skies.

http://monet.uni 
- 
goettingen.de/c 
gi- 
bin/WebObjects 
/MonetPortal

http://monet.uni-goettingen.de/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MonetPortal
http://monet.uni-goettingen.de/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MonetPortal
http://monet.uni-goettingen.de/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MonetPortal
http://monet.uni-goettingen.de/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MonetPortal
http://monet.uni-goettingen.de/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MonetPortal
http://monet.uni-goettingen.de/cgi-bin/WebObjects/MonetPortal




THE TORRE DOMETHE TORRE DOME 
Texas Observatory for Remote Research and Education

http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/facilities/0.8m/0.8.html

http://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/facilities/0.8m/0.8.html


The primary mirror is 30 inches and is a recovered section from The primary mirror is 30 inches and is a recovered section from 
the Harlan J. Smith primary mirror. Located on Mount Locke, the the Harlan J. Smith primary mirror. Located on Mount Locke, the 
TORRE scope should see first light by November 2008.TORRE scope should see first light by November 2008.



Seen Here is the TORRE telescope Seen Here is the TORRE telescope 
(a work in progress)(a work in progress)







The control room for the TORRE telescope.The control room for the TORRE telescope.

No longer do astronomers 
brave the elements and 
weather the cold in the 
unforgiving domes of the 
telescopes.
Because of the many technical 
advancements the images are 
viewed on computer screens 
like these.



Ah the comforts of modern Ah the comforts of modern 
astronomy (AC and heating).astronomy (AC and heating).









PI and PI and Co_PICo_PI TORRE program TORRE program 
Dr. Christopher JohnsDr. Christopher Johns--KrullKrull (Rice University ) (Rice University ) 

Dr. Juan Carlos Dr. Juan Carlos ReinaReina



The diligent astronomers take a needed The diligent astronomers take a needed 
break in the dining hall of the observers break in the dining hall of the observers 

lodge.lodge.



Keep looking up!!Keep looking up!!
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